Optical Media and Documents High Security
“Energy Smart” shredder with Automatic Oiler

Manufacturer:
Brand:
Model:
Article code:

ELCOMAN S.R.L.
KOBRA
KOBRA 400 HS6-COMBI
99.603E/S

KOBRA 400 HS6-COMBI
Security level:
Throat width:
Shred size:
Practicle Disc/Paper capacity:
NSA Disc rated capacity:
Speed:
Noise level:
Voltage:
Power:
Dimensions (WxDxH):
Weight:

OPTICAL MEDIA
NSA 04-02
5.0 in
1.5x2.5 mm
up to 2,550 disc per hour
1,465 discs per hour

PAPER
NSA 02-01
9.5 in
0.8x1 mm
up to 14 sheets*

30 ft/min
60 dba
115/60 V/Hz
2.9 Hp
24x19.2x37.2 in.
247 lbs.

Suitable for combined high security shredding operations of Optical Media (CDs, DVDs) and confidential
documents. KOBRA 400 HS6-COMBI shreds 2,550 optical media disks per hour through the special 1.5x2.5 mm.
cutting system, which is the highest security level available for optical media to meet the strictest Military and
Governments shredding needs. Shreds an optical media disk into over 3,000 microchips exceeding the NSA 04-02
Optical Media Destruction Devices guidelines and the ASIO T-4 standards for highest level of destruction of Optical
Media. The tiny size of the shreds doesn't allow to retrieve or read any information left on small optical media particles
even with specific and dedicated electronic equipment. KOBRA 400 HS6-COMBI is also equipped with a second
cutting system with 0.8x1 mm cut (NSA 02-01) providing high security shredding of confidential documents.
KOBRA 400 HS6-COMBI meets both NSA 02-01 for paper and NSA 04-02 for optical media.
KOBRA 400 HS6-COMBI is equipped with the “ENERGY SMART” system for power saving stand-by mode and with a
powerful 24 hour continuous duty motor.














2 separate sets of cutting blades: a special 1.5x2.5 mm cutting system for Optical Media and a 2nd cutting system
with a 0,8x1 mm cut for “Confidential” documents
Automatic Oiler: special integrated oiling system. Automatically lubricates the high security cutting knives
during the operation of the shredder for continuous maximum shredding capacity
"ENERGY SMART" management system for power saving stand-by mode
24 hour continuous duty motor no overheatings, no duty cycles
Heavy duty chain drive with steel gears “SUPER POTENTIAL POWER UNIT”
Bin volume: 53 gallons
Automatic reverse system in case of accidental jam
Carbon hardened cutting knives
Stacked/floating head design for increased durability and ease of service
Steel cabinet mounted on casters
Automatic Start/Stop through electronic eyes
Automatic Stop when bag is full and electronic door safety switch
Motor thermal protection

2 separated 5.0 in. and
9.5 in. entry openings
for a combined high
security shredding of
Optical Media and paper

“AUTOMATIC OILER”
Special automatic
integrated oiling system.
Automatically lubricates
cutting knives during the
shredding operation

2 separated sets of
cutting blades:
1 set dedicated to shred
paper and the 2nd set for
CD/DVD shredding

* Capacity may vary on power supply, paper quality and lubrication of cutting knives

MADE IN ITALY

